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Disclaimer 
 
This report is written by Symmetry Invest A/S. The report is based on research, financial statements, 
interviews, field research, analyst reports etc. The report includes the opinions of Symmetry Invest A/S. This 
are our own opinions. Symmetry do no assure for any correctness written in this report as there could be 
material miscalculations, mistyping’s etc. The research is often done on a 6-18-month basis before 
publishing. This report should in no way be seen as a buy, hold or sell recommendation of GIG. Symmetry 
Invest A/S are an authorized alternative investment firm (FAIF) by Danish regulatory authorities. We are not 
authorized as an investment advisor and as such this research should in no way be interpreted as investment 
advice but as journalistic research and our own reasoning for owning the stock. Symmetry are in no way 
responsible for any losses incurred on investments based on this report. Readers of this report should 
interpret that Symmetry Invest A/S are holding stock in GIG by the time of publishing the report. Symmetry 
commits not to trade in the stock in 72 hours following publishing (according to the timestamped in the 
report). After that Symmetry Invest A/S keeps the right to buy or sell the stock without any further 
notifications about it. Our target price for the stock could change dramatically caused by investment either in 
or out of company control. We are not obligated to issue a new report or any notification should or target 
price change.  

This report is released to the following persons: 

- This report is released on our company website to investors in Symmetry Invest A/S 
- The report is passed through to fellow fund managers or investment advisors around the world as it 

is normal for investment managers to share ideas with each other 
- The report is sent to subscribers to Symmetrys quarterly newsletter registered on our website.  

Symmetry Invest A/S operates under the FAIF regulation and can only do marketing of our fund to Danish 
FAIF accredited investors. As such, this report should in no way be interpreted as marketing for Symmetry 
Invest A/S.  

In some cases, Symmetry will issue a follow up report on material new information about the company. But 
are in no way obligated to so. 

Investment in stocks includes risk of loss of capital and we always recommend other to consult with an 
authorized investment advisor before doing investments.  

Pictures and other material in this report could be protected by Copyright and cannot be redistributed.  

 

This research includes gambling companies. This research is Symmetrys research on a stock we own and not 
gambling research. In most jurisdictions gambling is regulated and restricted for people below 18 years old. 
We are not recommending playing or betting in any of the Gambling companies mentioned in this report and 
have not linked directly to any gambling operator etc. people doing gambling have a risk of becoming 
addicted                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Symmetry are not receiving payments from any company mentioned in this report beside our return on 
stock ownership in companies mentioned.  
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Creating the marketplace for iGaming 

 
 Gaming Innovation have been one of the fastest growing iGaming 

businesses over the last 4-5 years.  
 

 Insiders owns big amounts of shares and control the company. 
Incentives are aligned.  

 
 The company has been making big investment and consolidating the 

space. As the earnings from those investments flows through the 
P&L, the cash flow will increase significant.  

 
 M&A accounting disturbs the true underlying picture of growing 

cash earnings.  
 

 Great balance sheet with big funding headroom for more M&A 
 

 The company are undergoing a change of listing which we believe will be a 
big positive catalyst over the coming year.  
 

 At 10x FCF multiple the stock is directly cheap. Based on Sum of the parts 
valuation with peer comparisons or an DCF model, the stock should at least 
double from here over the coming time.  

 
 The company are building a marketplace for iGaming suppliers. They look 

at tech companies like Amazon etc. to get inspiration, not to financial firms.  
 
 
 
 
 

NUMBERS 
Thousands of Euro) 2018 2019 2020 

Net Revenue 160.000 187.000 205.000 
EBITDA  18.000 46.400 57.800 
EBITDA margin 23,3% 24,8% 28,2% 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Ticker GIG 
ISIN US4593781051 
  

Currency NOK 
Target                 7,5 
Latest                3,4  
Stocks in issue (mil.)                    900  
Market cap (mio. EUR) 300 

  

(2019) Price to free cash flow   
P/FCF* 9,1 
 
(2020) 

  

P/FCF* 7,1 

 In our P/FCF numbers we use normalized marketing expenses. If GIG continues earning great returns on upfront marketing they would 
probably continue invest heavily here compressing the FCF multiple.  
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A Quick look 
 
A SumZero study once found out that short investment pieces actually yielded better returns than long 
writeups. We actually agree in this. If the investment thesis is to complex, it’s probably not a good one. In 
regards to our investment writeup about GIG, there was so much to walk through and so much we wanted 
to tell. But I said to myself. If I can’t write the case up in 2-3 pages, then it’s probably not a good investment 
decision. So, what I actually did was to write the 3 most important pages first and looked if it still made 
sense to me. It definitely did. Then I filled out with all the other interesting stuff I wanted to tell about.  
 
To investors that don’t want to read 52 pages to learn about this investment case, then I would recommend 
only reading the 3 pages: 
 

1) Page 8 (highlights) 
2) Page 22 (about management) 
3) Page 49 (about sum of the parts valuation) 

 
If you have read those 3 pages and still think this investment seems interesting, then I can recommend 
reading the rest.  
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

 

“We are a technology company doing gambling” 

CEO Robin Reed 

 

 

 

GIG is growing like a rocket both organic and total. But the market is rewarding the company with a single 
digit FCF multiple based on 2019 earnings. Such a valuation normally applies for low growth or declining 
companies. Regulatory changes, seasonality and weather are affecting the business short term. Longer 

term the growth should be big.    
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Why does this opportunity exist? 
 
One of the most important parts of an investment is to figure out why the opportunity actually exists. 
Frankly you need to figure out why you have an edge and why you know something others don’t. If you 
can’t figure out a compelling reason, then the investment is probably not as good as you thought.  
 
What we do is we normally start writing the bearcase / shortcase on the stock: 
 

1) The company are losing money or at least earning very little 
2) The CEO is a fantast 
3) The stock is listed in Norway as the only gambling related stock. The market doesn’t understand it 

and the government don’t like gambling. 
4) Norwegian government opposition has proposed that the big “oliefonden” can’t own gambling 

related stocks anymore.  
5) Regulation and taxation in gambling will hurt the company 

 
After finding out the 5 most compelling negatives about the stock, we tried to walk through the cases one 
by one to explain if we had a different view, and why we through our different view was the right one.  
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

1) Yes, the company are having low earnings on a GAAP basis. But there are several points disturbing 
this picture. We think underlying earnings are a lot higher.  
 
First the company are losing money in their Sports & Games segment as they are currently 
developing those services. They are launching all those products in H2 2018. The company are 
expensing all those R&D on the P/L instead of capitalizing it on the balance sheet. As such, we think 
it’s unfair to put too much into current losses from this segment. Either it will become a success 
and becoming profitable or it can be shut down/scaled back.  
 
Second, the company are investing heavily in upfront marketing (costumer acquisition costs) in 
their fast growing B2C segment. They spend those money upfront but earns the income over the 
lifetime of the player. This puts pressure on the earnings from the B2C segment in the short run, 
but makes it much bigger and profitable in the long run. The company are earning great ROI on 
these investments.  
 
Third, the company are growing like no one else in the industry. The company are growing at 
extremely high levels organic. Instead of always playing “catching up” the company are investing 
upfront in new people, recruitments, new offices etc. So that they can hire the best people. Again, 
we think this is smart considering the amazing growth they are having. Should the growth slow 
down a bit, as we actually think it will, it would help margins.  
 
Fourth, the company are amortizing quite aggressively on the M&A deals they have done. This 
business carries low CAPEX as they don’t capitalize R&D, their servers are cloud bases etc. But the 
D&A expenses in the P&L are extremely high. This is because the company are amortizing affiliate 
assets they have bought over a 3-8 years lifespan. This influences the P&L in a big way, thereby 
giving the company a high P/E ratio (the most common investor metric to look at). If investors 
instead looked at cash flows, they would get a completely different picture.  
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2) We have heard from some sources that they think the CEO is to fanatic in the way he pushes the 
company forward and develop into new product instead of more focus.  
 
We actually agree that the CEO Robin Reed is quite a fanatic. But we see this as a great thing, not a 
bad thing. Robin is not the typical CEO of a Gaming business. He is much more like a Silicon Valley 
CEO in the way he acts, dresses etc. This is true to his own point that GIG is not a gambling 
company. They are a technology company doing gambling.  
 
We have talked to Robin several times and listened to every public conference call, investor 
presentation etc. he has made. Also, we have talked to a lot of the industry sources we know. They 
all think highly about Robin, as do we. This is the typical owner-oriented CEO we want to be 
invested with. One that is highly regarded in his own industry but not as much in our industry (the 
financial industry).  
 

3) GIG is the only listed gambling related company in Norway. All through the company has a big part 
of their B2C business in Norway, the percentage are declining each year. The highly profitable B2B 
business have most of their revenue outside Norway  

 
The company are founded by Norwegians, they are listed in Norway, the CEO are Norwegian.  
But the company are as many other gambling related companies localized in Malta. The 
headquarter is on Malta. Most of the employees including management are located on Malta. They 
have offices in Norway, Denmark, Spain and Gibraltar besides Malta.  
 
In marts 2018 the opposition parties in Norway proposed a regulatory bill to reduce foreign online 
gambling companies’ ability to operate in Norway. Let’s just say the market didn’t like the news. 
The market looked at the Media headline news, then looked at the Oslo stock exchange and found 
only one gambling related stock (GIG). Then they send the stock down significantly. As a vast 
majority of the profits are generated outside Norway we find that strange, but the market tends to 
act first and research later.  
 
GIG has responded to this by announcing that the stock will move to Sweden with a listing in 
Stockholm. Stockholm has a huge cluster of listed gambling related companies with big analyst 
coverage, access to capital and high valuations. We think this change of listing in H1 2019 could be 
a catalyst to reprice the stock.  
 

4) As part of the opposition bill about Norwegian gambling they proposed that the big Norwegian 
government controlled “olie-fonden” could not invest in gambling related stocks. The same with 
other pension funds etc. with public association. Even through the bill are not legalized yet, we 
suspect some funds wanted to get ahead of this and reduced their exposure to GIG resulting in 
short term pressure on the stock.  
 

5) We will walk through the regulatory landscape later in this piece. But would just say that we don’t 
think this would be negative in the long run. Yes, gambling taxation are influencing revenue and 
profits in the short term, but also makes the business safer, more growing etc. But the most 
important is that it would remove the “overhang” regulation have on current valuation. Even 
through regulation could reduce earnings a little bit, we think it could reprice the stocks with higher 
multiples as they will be deemed a lot safer operating in regulated markets.   
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Highlights 
 

“We are growing like no one else in the industry” 
CEO Robin Reed 

 
We think of ourselves in Symmetry as value investors. Not as traditional value investors focusing solely on 
love P/E and P/B ratios etc. We like companies that are growing fast and have great visions etc. We just 
don’t want to pay excess premiums for those growth assets.  

 
Organic growth in 2015 and 2016 are not published by GIG but calculated by Symmetry using public available data. There are uncertainties related 
to this calculation.  

 
As can be seen from the table above GIG has been growing at extreme rates over the past 4 years (they 
listed on the stock exchange in the middle of 2015). This has been done by a lot of M&A activity, but also by 
investing heavily in organic growth. As of the first half of 2018 the company are still growing close to 40 % 
organically YoY. They haven’t done any M&A deals so far in 2018 as they think prices for affiliate M&A 
currently are too high.  

 
We think the organic growth number and total growth number should come down some in the future. But 
that is for a reason. The low-margin B2C business are the biggest revenue contributor. As the company 
scales back growth here to focus more on growing the high-margin B2B business organically the total 
company organic growth will come down, but the revenue split will be much better.  
 

 
 
The revenue split in 2014 are not published by GIG but calculated by Symmetry using public available data. There are uncertainties related to this 

calculation.  
 
The above table are quite important. We believe the market has primarily seen GIG as a gambling operator 
in history. But as the B2B business soon becomes the dominant part of the revenue, we think this 
sentiment will change. Historically the company also used to present the B2C business first in their investor 
presentations. This segment now comes last in the presentation. As we will describe later, the B2C segment 
has to important contributions to the overall business. It gives scale to GIG Core and it works as a way to 
test new products at real customers. When they develop new B2B products they can test it on their own 
operators before selling it in the market.  
 
If someone wonders why the total of B2C and B2B doesn’t add up to total revenue in the first table, it’s 
because they have some internal sales between the segments that of cause gets eliminated in the 
consolidated statements.   
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About GIG 
 
The truly unique thing with GIG is their Ecosystem. To learn more about that we would recommend the 
following video: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JPHA8Ipct0 
 

The most companies in the iGaming business are either affiliate businesses, operators, games suppliers, 
odds suppliers or technology providers. GIG is different as they own the whole value chain in iGaming, 
which we think makes great synergies.  

The only other company doing so are Swedish listed Cherry AB. We will make a comparison later, but 
cherry lacks a good platform which is the heart of the Ecosystem. This is why we think GIG are the only one 
doing so, and really the only one able to do so at the moment. 

1 

The above illustration presents the value chain for GIG Core (previously named iGaming Cloud). The Goal is 
to connect everything in the Ecosystem to the platform so that an operator doesn’t have to contract with 
everyone but could have only one contact. By scaling this marketplace, GIG can collapse the value chain to 
make lower and better fees for all.  

“Our goal is to collapse the value chain” 

CEO Robin Reed 

 

                                                           
1 GIG Q2 2016 presentation 
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GIG Core are the platform solution a gaming operator needs to have to operate a casino. The one handling 
the infrastructure, payments, costumer accounts, backoffice tools etc. GIG Core also integrates with games 
suppliers, sportsbook suppliers etc. to make it easier to create an online casino or sportsbook. We will dig 
more into this later when we describe how GIG Core actually works. 

 

2 

What normally happens in the value chain for at player is the following: 

1) They go to google and search for “online casino”. Then they are directed to an affiliate site doing 
reviews of online casinos. They chose one of the casinos, deposits 100 $ and starts playing there.  

2) The player will normally loose the deposit in let’s say 6 months. The Casino will in a taxed market 
have to pay let’s say 10 $ of that. That leaves 90 $ to the casino in Net Gaming Revenue (NGR).  

3) Out of this 90 they will have to send around 40 % to the affiliate partner for the lead (let’s say 35$). 
They will also have to pay maybe 5 $ to your software provider in rev-share. You will have to pay 
let’s say 5 $ to your games supplier in rev-share. Then the rest of the money are left for you to 
cover your other OPEX costs.  
 

What GIG thought was: 

- If we own an operator, why pay for the platform to someone else when we can own it ourselves. 
So, they build an internal platform themselves. It turned out to be so great that they also decided 
to sell this platform B2B instead of just using it internally.  

- Why pay another provider revshare on odds feed, when you can develop it yourselves and then sell 
it B2B?  

- Why pay other games suppliers when you can develop it yourselves and sell them B2B? 

                                                           
2 GIG Q4 2017 presentation 
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An important thing here is that GIG don’t discriminate or choose for the operators. GIG contracts with odds 
providers and games providers and sell this to operators and earns a markup.  

 

Now let’s take a look at another player journey: 

- The player gets to an affiliate website owned by GIG Media. GIG Media then refers the player to a 
GIG Gaming Operator, let’s say Rizk.com 

- The player plays and loses the deposit on Rizk.com. 
- Rizk.com (GIG Gaming) then pay money to GIG Media for the affiliation, they pay money to GIG 

Core for the platform and pay money to GIG Sports and Games for the odds and games part. The 
rest is booked as profit for themselves.  

Here GIG is actually earning 100 % of the wallet from the depositor (beside payment charges). As they don’t 
use external service providers here, the margin before OPEX are close to 100 %.  

 

GIG don’t stop there by taking 100 % of the wallet of the players they get onto their operators. They sell all 
those services they develop B2B to get a revshare on all the transactions not going to their own operators.  

3 

They get 100 % of the wallet from own operators, they get fees from selling their B2B products to other 
operators. They sell own products out of the house. And then they take other suppliers in-house and make 
money marking up the prices and sell it to operators on the platform. Creating a true marketplace for 
service providers in the space.  

This is what the illustration of the different revenue streams show. 

                                                           
3 Source: https://twitter.com/Orakel_O (highly recommended as one of the most knowledgeable investors about GIG) 
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As shown, the heart of GIG is the platform GIG Core. GIG Media are the one moving around clients and 
sending those to GIG Operators, GIG Core Operators or External operators.  

GIG Sports are taking in odds feeds from third hand parties and developing own odds. They sell both to 
internal operators, GIG Core Operators or third party operators. When they sell own products, they get a 
100 % margin and with third party products they earn a mark-up. GIG Sports also have a front-end sports 
product.  

The same goes for GIG Games which develops games, Casino front end systems, a remote gaming server 
and other tools.  
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History of GIG 
 

GIG as a public company started in 2015, so I will spend the most time discussing the development since 
then. But just a few quick comments on the past history before that: 

2008-2015 

GIG was originally founded as a poker-forum by Robin Reed back in 2008 called Donkr.com. The founders 
were Robin Reed and Frode Fagerli. They grow quickly and made money. But as they grew Robin and Frode 
had more ambitions than the other partners involved. In 2012 they then bought out the partners and 
launched the company as GIG.  

In 2013 they launched their first operator site Guts.com, where they offered Casino and Sports Betting. In 
2015 the company launched the second operating site Betspin.com. They also did an IPO in mid-2015 
where they merged with a company called Nio Inc. Nio Inc. had a small operational business but was 
practically a way for GIG to do a reverse merger and get the stock listed.  

2015-2018 

Since listed in 2015 the GIG as we know it today has really taken form. The company had just launched GIG 
Core, they had to small operators and a small affiliation business. Robin quickly knew that size matters in 
this business. They developed the operating part by launching their highly successful brand Rizk.com in 
January 2016. In mid-2016 they merged with Betit group adding thrills.com, Supperlenny.com and 
kaboo.com. In 2017 they also launched Highroller.com being the current 7 operating sites owned by GIG.  

The affiliation part really started with the acquisition of Spaseeba AS in June 2015. Since then the company 
has bought a lot of affiliate sites and grown quickly organically on top of that, making it a top 5 affiliate site.  

In march 2016 GIG acquired Norwegian bases Oddsmodel. This M&A deal was the founding behind the new 
sportsbook and odds-offering launched in June 2018.   
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The online gambling industry: 
 
The online iGaming industry has seen huge growth over the last 15 years with the adoption of the internet. 
More and more consumers are placing their bets online instead of using land-based gambling which has 
been quite stagnant over the period. Another big evolution has been the adoption of smartphones and 
speed of the network. Players can now play at high speed where ever they are.  
 

4 
 
iGaming have been growing at a 11,5 % CAGR from 2012-2017 and are expected to grow 7,8 % a year over 
the next 5 years to 2022. Many people would think that iGaming is a cyclical business. When there are 
recessions that people have less money to spend. This has previously never been the case as the industry 
have grown throughout the great recession in 2008-2009. iGaming is a way for people to relax and enjoy 
themselves. When the world is falling apart around them, even if you have less money, you could prioritize 
this “treatment”.  
In 2018 and 2019 we think GIG should be able to grow much faster than the iGaming industry as a whole. 
From 2020 to 2022 they should AT LEAST grow in line with the market.  
 

5 

Sports Betting has seen higher growth than casino the past 5 years. But is actually forecasted to grow a 
little lower than casino at 7,5 %, with Casino growing 8,3 %. With GIG having the vast majority of revenue 
from the Casino part this favors them.  

                                                           
4 Source: Raketech 
5 Source: Better Collective 
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Mobile speed: 
 
A key growth driver for online gambling are the penetration of smartphones in developed countries and the 
speed of the internet. As more and more people are having smartphones with high speed internet they can 
play online gaming or betting any time they want. Waiting for the bus or standing in a que are just 
opportunities to play from your phone: 

6 
 
Cisco put out the above illustration on the development from 2000 to 2014. The numbers are remarkable. 
Internet traffic per user up 6.000 %. Total volume of internet traffic up 56.277 % and number of mobile 
users and internet users up 477 % and 826 % respectively.  

As those numbers continue to increase so will the demand for Online gaming. 

7 

US is of cause the main growth market. The market will go from practically nothing to the largest online 
gambling market in the world.  

                                                           
6 https://blogs.cisco.com/sp/the-history-and-future-of-internet-traffic 
7 http://h2gc.com/ 
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Future growth drivers: 
 
There are lot of future growth drivers in the online Gambling industry. As the shift from land-based to 
online are still ongoing, the revenue growth will be high in online. As more regulation kicks in the market 
opportunities will grow. And with innovation from VR to online-offline hybrids we like the industry going 
forward 
 

North America: 
 
We will go through the current regulatory changes in the next chapter. But we will start by discussing 
recent developments in North America here. As the opportunity are so large in NA. The unlawful Internet 
Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) was passed as federal law in 2006. Operators could not accept 
payments from players wanting to do internet gambling. Beside UIGEA there are also the PASPA that 
prohibits state lawmaking in the sports betting area.  
 
On May 14 2018 the Supreme court ruled in favor of New Jersey that the PASPA was unconstitutional. As 
such all states can now legalize or regulate sports betting as they want to. A number of states have already 
passed bills. As such, the North American market are estimated to grow a lot in the coming years but from 
a low level.  
 
Catena Media has put out this update regarding US legislation: 
 
https://www.catenamedia.com/app/uploads/2018/05/Catena-Media-analysis-USA_Final.pdf 
 

8 
 
 
 

                                                           
8 Catenamedia.com 
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9 
 

We think the US market are a big opportunity long term for GIG.  
 
GIG Core disclosed in early 2018 that they had won a contract to be the software provider for Hard Rock 
International. The global megabrand. GIG has now developed both the front end and backend for Hard 
Rock. Hard Rock launched their online Casino 28. June 2018. GIG Core will therefore start to earn money 
from the US starting from Q3 2018.  
 
GIG estimates that Hard Rock could be the biggest operator at all operating on the platform as the 
company can use their brand value to acquire costumers at a rapid pace.  
 
Hard Rock have also mentioned that they have commenced a tender for their sportsbook offering that will 
go live late in 2018 or early 2019. We think GIG are in the sweet spot to win this contract. But even if they 
don’t with the contract for the sportsbook (front end – oddsfeed supplier etc.) GIG Core will probably still 
be the platform/hardware provider as it doesn’t make sense to run with a different platform for Casino and 
Sports Betting.  

 
Virtual Reality (VR): 
 
A possible growth driver for the industry are Virtual Reality. Online casino has improved a lot with 
gamification tools etc. in the last years. But there are still differences between actually sitting on a blackjack 
table and gambling online.  
 

                                                           
9 Catenamedia.com 
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10 
 
With virtual reality the online experience becomes much more real. Instead of traveling to Macau or Las 
Vegas you can actually sit in your dining room with VR glasses on and play “real life” against other in Casino, 
Poker, Blackjack etc.  
A company like evolution gaming have already had big success in this space with their real-life poker 
experience.  
 

Online-offline integration: 
 
Another exciting point are a possible connection between online and offline gambling. The switch today is 
quite “hard” between a land-based terminal and a computer/iPhone etc.  
 
We think technology will play a big role in breaking down this barrier. Hard Rock have already taken a step 
in this direction with allowing the costumers to use the same wallet to online and offline in the casinos. A 
costumer can book a hotel room and play in a hard rock casino terminal. And when he enters the hotel 
room he can use the same wallet to play online from his Hard Rock account.  
 
When asked about land-based terminals on a conference call Robin said they have a lot of innovation 
projects in the pipeline. We think a hybrid between land and online could be one of it.  
 
Imagine sitting in a restaurant waiting for the food. In the table there are integrated touch panels like an 
“iPad” where you can deposit money from, play while you wait and pay your bill from when you are done. 
The casino operating those platforms can share revenue with the restaurant offering it.  
 
People want to get entertained all the time. No one wants to waste time. Gaming and gambling are all 
about entertainment. We think the industry will be able to innovative and develop a lot of ways to 
entertain people at places they can never imagine it.   

                                                           
10 Casino.org 
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Regulation: 
 
Regulation are one of the most bearish words on iGaming companies. For no good reason we think. There 
is this interpretation in the market than when regulation and taxation kick in around Europa a lot of the 
companies will get killed. It will definitely become harder to be a small operator. But this is actually a 
benefit for GIG as they help empower small operators.  
 
If one take a look at some of the countries that have regulated online gambling with fair taxation like 
Denmark and UK the picture are totally different. The gambling industry are thriving there, the operators 
and affiliates have a clear framework to work after, the marketing channels are broader and iGaming 
becomes more accepted in the public.  
 
It is quite important to remember here that although some countries are not regulated locally it is not 
illegal for companies operating in other EU countries to sell their products in the countries. GIG prefer to 
operate in countries that are either regulated or soon to be regulated.  
 
Regulation normally have a short-term negative impact on revenue and earnings as taxes kicks in. In the 
long term it is normally positive as new marketing channels open up and more “shady” competitors are 
exiting. There also happens to be a lot of consolidation happening in regulated markets as scale matters 
when a company need to pay taxes and operate in compliance with a set of rules. As one of the big players 
it puts GIG in a good spot to consolidate the industry and build more scale.  
 

UK 
 
UK are the biggest market in Europe and a regulated market with a 15 % gaming tax. Both operators and 
suppliers need to have a license to operate in UK. Both companies operating from inside or outside the UK.  
 

Sweden 
 
Sweden will become a regulated market from January 1 2019. They are issuing remote gaming licenses 
which igaming companies can apply for. Sweden will introduce a 18 % gaming tax and put some guidelines 
into marketing channels, bonus plays etc.  
We think the Swedish regulation are a clear positive. Although the 2019 numbers will be impacted by taxes 
it will increase market size and reduce regulatory risk going forward.  
 

Denmark 
 
Denmark is the perfect example on how regulation can improve the igaming industry for all. Both the 
country and the igaming companies.  
Denmark regulated in 2012 with a 20 % tax. Operators that wanted to offer services to Danish citizens 
needed a license. In 2013 online gambling stood for around 30 % of total gambling in Denmark. In 2017 that 
was estimated to 51,5 %. As the total market has improved in the same time the online market has roughly 
doubled in 4 years after regulation was introduced. That meant more income to the operators and more 
taxes to the government.  
 
This is the structure Sweden are following.  
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Norway 
 
GIG has an estimated exposure in Norway of around 40 % of the B2C site and around 20-30 % of the 
affiliate business. The platform business is highly diversified. We believe Norway are less than 10 % here.  
 
The opposition parties in Norway have proposed a bill where they will restrict foreign companies from 
marketing in Norway. As previously mentioned it is against EU law to ban foreign companies based in 
another EU country (Norway are not an EU country but are following EU frameworks and trade conditions). 
But it is okay to put restrictions on it. As such the opposition has proposed to restrict TV marketing for 
foreign operators on Norwegian television channels and introducing a DNS blocking. As the B2C business 
are not currently making money as they invest heavily in marketing it would give it a big profit boost short 
term if they can’t spend money on TV Marketing. Also, this is for Norwegian Media companies. Foreign 
Media companies operating in Norway are not affected at the moment. DNS blocking means players will 
get a warning saying they are entering an unregulated offshore gaming provider. Most will probably just 
click past the warning and play anyway, but it could have some negative short-term effect for sure. 11 
GIG does not estimate it will have an effect on the company if approved. We agree but think just the 
uncertainty could slow down growth in Norway some in 2018 and 2019.  We are taking a more cautious 
stance to organic growth from Norway in our models.  
  

Finland 
In Finland the regulatory landscape is directed by the Finnish Lotteries Act. The gaming operator Veikkaus 
has exclusive rights to games in Finland. We think the Finish authorities are following the Swedish 
landscape closely and will probably follow a regulatory framework like the one in Sweden if it is shown 
successful next year.  
 

Netherlands 
The gambling legislation was approved by the Dutch house in 2016. However not yet approved by the 
senate. There were first signs that it will get legalized from 2019 but that timeline is currently pushed to 
2020.  
In the summer 2017 the Dutch Gaming Authorities took a stricter approach to offshore gambling 
companies and put fines to companies working under .nl sites.  
GIG had an affiliate business in Netherlands where they agreed with authorities to remove all advertising 
before regulation kicks in. GIG still have the site and the traffic but are not referring users at the moment.  
As such, regulation in Netherlands will be a big positive for GIG as they can open up that site for leads 
again.  
 

Germany 
GIG acquired a German sports betting license in early 2018 through the 500.000 Euro acquisition of 
Nordbet. GIG used this license to start marketing Rizk.com in Germany. Germany are not actually regulated 
but works as a regulated marked with a 19 % tax on Casino. Sports betting are having a 5 % tax on bets 
offered (really high tax because this is not on net losses but are on total “volume”). Even through Germany 
are a regulated country the licensing system are so strict that a lot of companies are still operating out of 
Malta, Gibraltar etc. without a German license (in compliance with EU-law). There have been a lot of talk in 
Germany about doing further regulation by improving the tax-base and setting up a better framework for 
operators to operate within.   

                                                           
11 https://e24.no/boers-og-finans/gaming-innovation-group/norsk-kasinosjef-om-reguleringer-vi-er-tryggere-enn-
norsk-tipping/24325875 
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Paradise Island: 
 
Maybe our header here is a little bit too much. But to dive into what have happened in the iGaming 
industry over the last 10 years in Europe the small beautiful island south of Italy has to me mentioned.  
 
Look at incorporation of the largest 6 affiliate companies in Europe: 
 

 
 

Why are 4 out of the 6 biggest affiliate companies in Europe based on a small Island with around 500.000 
people living there? 
 
Malta joined the European Union in 2004 and the currency Euro in 2008. Malta previously was best known 
for Tourism, seafood and production of Limestones.  
 
Local governments around Europe was not embracing online gambling and wanted to keep state-controlled 
enterprises. Malta saw a loophole here. As being part of the European union, they could offer online 
gambling companies a safe place to operate from. As part of the European union a country can’t 
discriminate against free travel of labor, production goods and services. Malta then started to embrace 
online gambling companies, setting up a fantastic framework with low taxation, a skilled labor force etc.  
 
In just a few years the online gambling sector has grown to around 15 % of the entire Maltese economy 
employing around 10.000 people. This is the direct implications. If you include accountants, lawyers, 
property developers etc. etc. that have benefited from this industry the number are much higher.  
 
https://www.focus-economics.com/countries/malta 
 
Malta GDP growth are more than double of the Eurozone. The government have a surplus account and 
unemployment are below 4 %. Public debt is down from 70 % to 50 % in just 5 years.  
 
With regulation coming into full force over the next years it will become easier to operate an igaming 
company from outside Malta. However, we don’t think this will have a bad effect on Malta. They have such 
a head front as they have now built a great infrastructure to handle this business.   
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Shareholders and management: 
 
One thing that matters more than everything are the shareholders, the board of directors and of cause the 
management team. A great management are what is driving the future of a business.  
 
As of 31. December 2017 those are the 20 biggest shareholders.  

 
We will dig a little bit more into Optimizer Invest later, but will just mention that Optimizer have to board 
members. CEO Robin Reed owns +7 % of the company. The largest shareholder Bryggen Gruppen are 
owned by Morten Hillestad (head of business development at GIG) and Helge Nielsen (Chairman of GIG). 
This is a board and management team with significant insider ownership.  
 
When GIG started as a small company everything was centralized. As they have grown they have now 
deployed a decentralized model with CEO’s with responsibility for their own area. But making sure they 
benefit from the sharing economy with other GIG products.  
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The above-mentioned table shows insider ownership in GIG stock. As can be seen, the board of directors 
and executive team have big ownership positions that together controls the company. The big stock 
ownership primarily came by as the persons are founders of different businesses that got merged into 
forming GIG.  
 
We like to put our money aside passionate founders who themselves have big money on the line.  
 

Employees: 
 
GIG endorses themselves of having a great culture and great work environment. Some of the highlights 
about 2017 can be seen here: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VT-ohR99AZA 
 
Our talks to industry sources, readings of blogs and internet reviews have confirmed us in our belief that 
this is a great place to work, where employees are happy and engaged. Robin told in an interview a while 
ago that he though Culture beat Strategy every time. We have invested in other companies that share the 
same view with quite some success.  
 

“We are a place where everybody can be the best version of themselves” 
CEO Robin Reed 

 
Robin told that when they opened the new headquarter in Malta, they literally received thousands of job 
applications to GIG. It seemed that everyone wanted to work there. After opening GIG Beach, they now are 
looking to open GIG Sky to house more employees late in 2018.  
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Compensation: 
 
We like businesses where compensation is fair and aligned with shareholders. As a technology company 
GIG pays people well, treat them well and have a high retention rate of employees.  
 

As we like to invest with people there are aligned with ourselves we tried to create a figure showing the 
value of current stock ownership in GIG compared to total compensation. What we found was quite 
impressive in our own view: 

Name Position Stock Value (EUR) 
Compensation 

(EUR) Factor 
Helge Nielsen Chairman 9.808.807 4.699.011 43.037 0,92% 
Jon Skabo Director 11.363.954 5.444.020 21.518 0,40% 
Morten Soltveit Director 212.000 101.561 21.455 21,13% 
Andre Lavold Director 43.676.305 20.923.588 22.185 0,11% 
Henrik Persson Ekdahl Director 40.729.079 19.511.689 14.436 0,07% 
Robin Reed Group CEO 64.464.272 30.882.280 133.636 0,43% 
Tore Formo Group CFO 4.581.670 2.194.897 181.372 8,26% 
Mikael Ångman Chief operating officer 0 0 234.552 100,00% 
Edgars Peics Chief Technology officer 0 0 144.701 100,00% 
Ben Clemes Chief Commercial officer 18.821.468 9.016.620 126.697 1,41% 
Richard Brown Chief Digital Officer 0 0 241.813 100,00% 
Justin Psaila Chief Financial Officer 21.000 10.060 151.650 100,00% 
Morten Hillestad Head of Business development 39.058.445 18.711.355 139.742 0,75% 

 

Above can be seen the actual value of the shares the insiders held and how much their total 2017 
compensation was. If we start with the board of directors the figures are really impressive. Morten Soltveit 
earns 21,13 % in compensation of the value of his shares. The other 4 directors have compensation at less 
than 1 % of the value of their shares. We have never seen anything like this in a public company (if 
someone else has, please let me know). 

The same goes again in the management team. The 4 new additions to the management team do not have 
a big stock position as they are just recruited. But looking at the other 4 executives, the figures are again 
impressive ranging from just 0,43 % to 8,26 %. The salary of the CEO is just 0,43 % of the value of his stock.  

 Why is this important. This is important, because this is a board and a management that only makes money 
when the shareholders make money. They don’t come to work every day or go to board meetings just to 
collect their paycheck. Their paycheck doesn’t matter to them. They are here to create shareholder value 
which will increase the stock price and thereby rewarding them.  

We will gladfully put our money alongside a management and a board with a skin in the game like that.  
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M&A historic 
 
GIG was built by issuing shares in 2015 and 2016 and expanded significantly in 2017 primarily using 
operating cash flow and debt. We normally don’t like companies issuing a lot of new stock. But as GIG was a 
small company with no big cash flows in 2015 and 2016 they didn’t have any other possibility. They needed 
to grow the scale of the affiliate and operating arms to support the growth and building scale on the 
platform side. As the company grew sustainable profitable in the second half of 2016 they started using 
cash and debt to do M&A in 2017 and have not issued any significant number of new shares in the last 1,5 
year.  
 

History: 
 
In June 2015 GIG merged with Nio Inc. and disposed the old Nio. Inc activity (internet auction set-up). GIG 
management then took over. Nio Inc. issued shares to GIG shareholders upfront + issued earnout shares 
depending on reaching specific goals. Those earnout shares was reached and paid out in 2017.  
 

Platform: 
 
In early 2015 GIG Sold a minority stake of 10 % in iGamingCloud (GIG Core) to Optimizer Invest for 1. Mio. 
Euro. Optimizer then helped finishing it, launching it and put a quality stamp on the product. In October 
2016 as part of the Betit Acquisition GIG bought back the 10 % minority shares for 20 mio. Euro. Of cause 
this was an extreme valuation growth in just 1,5 year (20 times) and some would say GIG lost 19 mio. Euro 
doing this deal. But Optimizer was not a passive 10 % investor that harvested big gains. They put a lot of 
effort into helping GIG launching it. In retrospect they sold the 10 % part to cheap, but where GIG Core is 
today it was the right thing to buy it back.  
 

Oddsmodel: 
 
In march 2016 GIG acquired the Norwegian company Oddsmodel issuing shares. Oddsmodel totally 
transformed the way GIG could developed their own sportsbook and oddsfeed. Oddsmodel are using 
proprietary algorithms to calculate their odds. They historically just used this as a trading tool generating 
money by trading with their own odds against other odds providers. This consistently earned them a profit. 
GIG saw the opportunity in this. If you had a company that could use big data and algorithms do make odds 
that could beat exciting models, then you should not only do the trading yourself. You should also create a 
B2B product and sell those superior oddsfeed to operators.  
 

Betit merger: 
 
In June 2016 GIG announced a merger with Betit Group creating one of the 5 largest operators in the 
Nordic markets. With the merger GIG got 3 growing consumer facing brands into their portfolio doubling 
their B2C. GIG was able to convert the Betit brands to GIG Core from their own platform provider which 
instantly added scale to the platform.  
 
Beside this. There was also to other main reasons for the acquisition. One was that GIG wanted to get a 
formal partnership with the majority owner of Betit - Optimizer Invest. Optimizer was previously a 10 % 
minority owner in GIG Core. With this merger Optimizer became the largest shareholder in GIG and signed 
a non-compete with GIG.  
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The last reason, which was actually the most important, was the technology that Betit had developed. Betit 
had developed a middleware and front-end technology called Ramson. This technology allowed operators 
to create the front-end extremely smoothly. On the technology/Coding those sites were quite the same, 
but from the consumer standpoint they would be totally differentiated.  
 
GIG saw the opportunity in this technology. They wanted to integrate it with GIG Core so they could offer 
an easy way for a new operator to handle both the backend hardware and the front-end software. GIG 
could then handle a lot of new operators on the platform because the internal coding was quite the same. 
But the consumers would see all those new operators as totally different.  
 

Affiliation: 
 
In early 2015 GIG acquired Spaseeba, which was the main push into the affiliate space. Over the course of 
2016 they acquired some smaller sites and grew the affiliate business organically.  
 
In early 2017 GIG secured a successful bond issue. This created an opportunity for them to consolidate the 
affiliate space even more without issuing new GIG shares. Throughout 2017 GIG bought the following 
affiliate sites: 
 

Company: Area: Price 
Not disclosed Search 3.500.000 
Casinotopsonline.com Search 13.000.000 
Not disclosed Search 5.700.000 
STK Marketing Search 26.000.000 
Rebel Penquin Paid Media 13.000.000 
Total   61.200.000 

 
As can be seen above GIG used 61,2 mio. Euro to acquire affiliate assets in 2017. There has been a big 
consolidation in the affiliate space over the last 2-3 years with big players like Catena Media, XL Media, 
Better Collective and Raketech also doing a lot of M&A.  
 
The reason is that pricing have been low. A small affiliate could normally have maybe a 20-25 % revshare 
deal while the bigger affiliates have 40-50 % revshare deal. This create great synergies when a big affiliate 
acquires a small one and put them into their own affiliate deal. And actually, the operators like this to. As 
compliance are increasing significantly in the space, the big operators want to work with less but bigger 
affiliates.  
 
A normal upfront multiple including earn out payments in this business are 5-8 times earnings before 
synergies. After synergies but including earn outs, multiples goes below 5 times earnings in most cases. And 
this are mostly highly growing assets.  
 
The main reasons for the M&A are: 

- This is a scale business. The multiples are great and synergies great. The big players have more 
technology to drive SEO optimization, linking etc.  

- Compliance are skyrocketing. If you are a 5-20-person affiliate you are simply too small to comply 
with all the regulatory changes. Then it’s better to sell out to a bigger affiliate.  
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Optimizer Invest 
 
As mentioned on the shareholder list the second biggest investor in GIG are Optimizer Invest. Optimizer is a 
Malta based family office primarily doing venture capital investments in the online industry. Optimizer are 
founded by 2 Swedish citizens and one Norwegian.  
 
As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for the BETIT merger was to get Optimizer onboard as a strategic 
shareholder. Our industry sources tell us that Optimizer are really the best long-term majority shareholder 
any gambling related company can have.  
 
To learn more about Optimizer Invest we can recommend this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0-gCTpsDPA 
 
And those 3 videos of the 3 founders: 

- Henrik Persson Ekdahl: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LITDRV6yFqc 
- Andre Lavold: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s97rQs7c4xQ 
- Michael Riese Harstad: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqEwnRolzC4 

 
Both Andre Lavold and Henrik Persson Ekdahl are sitting on the board of directors of GIG. Henrik Ekdahl are 
also on the board in Catena Media where he has been interim CEO in 2017 but stepped down in 2018. 
 
Optimizer was founded back in 2011 by Henrik, Andre and Michael. They all 3 had significant experience 
from the online industry, particularly the online gambling industry.  
 
One important thing to understand is that Optimizer are NOT a traditional VC firm. They are actually a 
family office handling the 3 founders’ own money. They do not have external capital. This gives them a truly 
long-term investment strategy as they don’t need to do exits other than to fund yearly expenses at the 
family office and to fund new VC investments.  
 
Optimizer have around 20 portfolio investments. Their most clear success was their investment in Catena 
Media. Catena is listed on the Swedish stock exchange and have been a big success for Optimizer. 
Optimizer invested in Catena back in 2012 when it was only 4 people and bought 50 % of the company.  
 
The CEO of GIG Robin Reed has mentioned about his involvement with Optimizer that he really doesn’t see 
them as a VC firm but more as entrepreneurs. They invest in companies on a really early stage and put big 
expertise and knowledge into helping them.  
 
Beside Catena Media and GIG, the only other gaming related company Optimizer owns are Hero Games 
which is not listed. The other 15+ companies in their portfolio are E-commerce, Fintech etc.  
 
There is one important thing to note about the Betit merger. That Optimizer Invest signed an exclusive 
agreement with GIG that they CAN’T buy into another gaming related company that competes with GIG. As 
GIG are operating around the whole valuechain that basically means every Gaming related company. Think 
about it. Here is a Family office with the 3 founders having their roots in the iGaming industry and they sign 
an agreement not to make other investments in the space. To us it shows how much committed they are to 
GIG and really wanted to be a strategic long-term shareholder and board member here.  
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GIG Media 
 
GIG Media are an affiliate business. It also goes under the name Innovation Labs. They operate websites 
and drive traffic (paying users) to operators. They are paid predominantly on revenue share. The most 
important thing to note here is that this is a performance marketing model. GIG Media are NOT paid for 
generating traffic, clicks etc. They are paid for delivering paying users/costumers. This is true performance 
marketing. Are you good at it, you can get extremely high margins.  
 

 
 
We hear some concerns in the industry why operators want to pay such rev-share deals. Why don’t they do 
it themselves etc. But this is not a new trend. It is seen in a lot of other industries. Most people just don’t 
think about the similarities before someone mentions them. Some of the other obvious comparisons are to 
the hotel booking business. In the old days you would book a hotel from a travel guide, by phone or directly 
through a hotel website. This has changed dramatically. The users want to know prices, the different 
choices they have etc. So, they are going to hotels.com, bookings.com, expedia.com etc. Here they can look 
through a lot of options and choose the hotel they want. When they click on a hotel and book it there have 
been a performance marketing transaction. The hotel has gotten an actually paying costumer, not just 
traffic. The hotel then pays the “booking site” for this costumer. This is the same happening in online 
gaming as we will describe more in detail later.  
This trend to performance marketing is also happening in financial services, online dating and in some cases 
E-commerce. This is not a gambling related thing, but many people are “afraid” of it in gambling because a 
lot of the revenue are not regulated.  
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Revenue cycle 
 

12 

In the table above the total European igaming market is illustrated and the part that are coming from 
affiliation. As can be seen above the affiliate business are delivering around 40 % of the total gross revenue 
operators are having. Of the net revenue after taxes etc. BC estimate that up to 50 % of the net gaming are 
going to affiliates.  

In the hotel booking business we have heard examples that big hotel chains are getting +90 % of their 
revenue from booking sites. We think affiliates have room to still grow even more as more and more 
marketing moves online. But even without any market share gains, GIG Media should at least be able to 
grow in line with the overall market about 8 % a year organically. We assume this growth in our models 
from 2019 to 2022 and then much lower.  

 

                                                           
12 Source: Better Collective 
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One of GIG Medias competitors are Israel based XL Media. They presented the above picture in their 
investor presentation. It makes it easy to understand the revenue sources.  

The most traditional and most profitable method are SEO (Publishing). Here you have content rich websites 
that you try to rank high at google. It could be an informational website about sports betting providers. 
When a player clicks on one of those providers it generates a unique link to the operator so they can track 
where the traffic comes from. When the costumer deposit money and start playing the operator will send 
part of the money the player loses (revshare) to the affiliate sites. The reason this model is so superior in 
the gambling space is that this rev-share are lifetime value. If the costumer stays and deposit more money, 
the affiliate still gets the rev-share. If the player is still playing 8-10 years from now, the affiliate still collects 
the rev-share. This is not just hypothetical. Ory Weihs, the CEO of XL Media have said several times that 
they are still today getting revenue from players refereed +5 years ago.  

The other revenue source is Paid Media. Here the affiliates buy advertising space on google AdWords, 
Facebook ads, YouTube etc. They use technology to calculate what to pay for ads and what ROI they can 
earn by buying those ads and get to refer a player. If you buy a 10 second advertising on YouTube, you have 
to have a big knowledge of what to with it. What bonus game to offer, what operator to offer etc. 
Remember the affiliate are taking the risk. They are not an agency. They buy the AdWords for their own 
account. If they do not convert this to a paying user, they lose the money.  

This is also why the affiliate is so much better to do this than the operators themselves. Operators will just 
fire out a lot of money on advertising with low ROI. Affiliates know this game.  

 

                                                           
13 Source: XL Media 
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14 

They use big data to make high ROI here. Affiliates works with a lot of operators. They are not an agency 
placing money from Bet365, Ladbrokes etc. If they buy an Add word they can decide which operator, which 
bonus play etc. to market. They can always optimize the campaigns in response to the add word they have 
bought. An operator doing this themselves do not have this option as they would always market their own 
brand. 

GIG was really small in this space (it requires big knowledge). They improved their competitive space here 
late in 2017 when they bought Rebel Penquin in Copenhagen. Rebel Penquin specializing in Paid Media and 
have developed their own algorithms and data to do so effectively.  

                                                           
14 Source: XL Media 
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The online forum oddspill.com had a great illustration on how the revenue share model actually works. The 
chart above illustrates how it works. In a given quarter an affiliate company refer a number of net 
depositing costumers (NDC) to an operator. That number of NDC are growing organically every year. The 
players referred then play and loses their money. Some will try another casino and some will stay and play. 
As time passes less and less of the NDC will keeps playing. But they will work as a base business that will 
always get build on top of. As time passes, the revenue stream will get much more diversified as it is spread 
among a higher number of NDC. Also, a growing number of the revenue share will come from players that 
keeps playing and depositing new money on an ongoing basis. This is true life-time revenue share.  

 

Competition: 
 
There are a lot of competition in the online affiliate industry. The biggest player in this game are Swedish 
listed Catena Media followed by Israel based (UK listed) XL Media. GIG Media are competing about the 
third place with Copenhagen based (Swedish listed) Better Collective. Other big players are Raketech 
(Swedish listed), Gamelounge (owned by Swedish listed Cherry AB) and private equity owned Highlight 
Media.  
 

                                                           
15 http://oddsspill.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PERP17.png 
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Catena Media is the biggest affiliate business. They started primarily as a Nordic affiliate but has expanded 
throughout Europa, North America and also Japan. They have done a lot of M&A deals coupled with good 
organic growth numbers. The company was founded in 2012. In late 2012 Optimizer Invest bought a 50 % 
stake in the business and helped the founders expand it significantly. Optimizer Invest currently owns 
around 13 % of Catena Media.  
In late 2017 Catena Media started to go outside gambling and got into affiliation for the financial services 
industry. Catena Media primarily do Casino but also do sports betting, Poker etc. The vast majority of the 
revenue are search business. Paid Media are only a small part.  
 
XL Media is based in Israel and listed on the UK stock exchange. The stock has done well since the IPO but 
has had a tough time in 2018 so far. XLM are more diversified than Catena. Beside doing gambling XLM are 
active in financial services, general apps, games, insurance and E-commerce. Gambling is still just above 50 
% of the revenue. XLM generates the revenue quite evenly split between Publishing and Paid Media 
channels. XLM both do Sports Betting, Casino, Poker and Bingo. The revenue stream is quite diversified 
geographically.  
 
Better Collective is based in Copenhagen and just recently did an IPO on the Swedish stock exchange. BC 
are mainly operating in the sports betting channel. The company has done a lot of acquisitions the past 12 
month primarily in Germany where they have built a big position. Better Collective focuses primarily on 
Nordics, UK and German speaking markets. The main asset is Bettingexpert.com.  
 
GameLounge are owned by Cherry AB, listed in Sweden. GameLounge focuses primarily on Casino and the 
Nordic markets. They have shown great organic growth numbers. They are sending a lot of their volume to 
operators (ComeON) also owned by Cherry (the same business model as GIG uses).  
 
Raketech Group just recently did an IPO in Sweden. Raketech has grown primarily through M&A but also 
organically. They primarily operate in the Nordic markets but are also trying to diversify.  
 
Highlight Media are private equity owned so the information is quite low. Beside gambling they also do 
financial services etc.  
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Financials: 
 
GIG Media have been growing really fast over the last 3 years both organically and through a lot of M&A 
deals: 
 

 
 
The numbers from GIG Media are truly amazing. Remember this is a market that has been growing 12 % a 
year and are expected to grow around 8 % a year going forward. The growth rates will come down closer to 
the overall market. But with the performance GIG Media have done we think it is highly possible they could 
grow faster than the market. We use growth in line with the market in our models.  
 
From January 1. 2018 GIG shut down its advertising on Dutch affiliate sites waiting for regulation coming in 
possible in early 2020. GIG still operates those sites but do not refer users anymore. This affected the 
numbers negatively in 2018 as they lost a revenue source. But when Netherland regulates they will get 
those back again.  
 

Valuation: 
 
How should GIG Media then be valued? We have looked more into the valuation of Better Collective, 
Catena Media and Raketech as they are quite comparable to GIG Media: 
 

 
 
As can be seen above we have taken the last 4 reported quarters of revenue for all 3 of them and 
compared that to the recent enterprise value of the companies. On average the 3 competitors trade at 9,6 
times revenue with only a small variation. Better Collective and Raketech just recently did the IPO. When 
looking at the organic growth and margins in 2017 they were also quite comparable. We use a valuation in 
line with Catena Media as our valuation. On 32 mio. Euro in revenues it gives GIG Media a value of 254 mio. 
Euro. 
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GIG Gaming: 
 
GIG Gaming is the consumer facing part of GIG. GIG own 7 consumer-facing brands (operators). The 
business model here are quite simply. They generate revenue as bets – wins. They pay gaming taxes and 
earn a net gaming revenue. They pay software providers, affiliates, marketing, OPEX and earn a profit in the 
end.  
 

Brands: 
 
GIG currently have 7 brands in their portfolio: 
 

 
The by far most important and successful are Rizk.com. Highroller.com are a new brand and too early to 
estimate the success. The deposits have been good but ultimately success depends on retention. Kaboo, 
thrills and SuperLenny arrived as part of the Betit merger. The other 4 brands are internally developed.  
 
Especially Rizk.com has been one of the greatest Casino launches ever. With enhanced gamification tools 
Rizk gives consumers a really personalized Casino experience.  
 
It is the same features GIG used to create highroller.com. They have also taken a lot of that experience 
when they build the front end for Hard Rock Casino.  
 

Competitors: 
 
There are an extreme number of competitors out there. GIG normally mentions 3 competitors as the main 
ones. LeoVegas, Mr. Green and Casumo. The two first are listed companies where Casumo are privately 
owned.  
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But in reality, the competitive landscape is much larger than those 3. Just to mention some other it could 
be: 

- Hero Games 
- Bet365 
- Karamba 
- Unibet 
- Betsson 
- 888 
- Bwin 
- comeON 
- Nordicbet 
- Royal Panda 

Etc. etc.  
 
The reality is this a highly fragmented space and will continue to be so. Consumers simply want different 
experiences. This is also why GIG are able to start up new brands and why GIG Core are so successful 
launching new operators. If you have a great idea and great marketing skills, you can still succeed in 
opening a new Casino.  
 
 

Marketing: 
 

One of the most important things about having an online Casino beside a great product is great marketing. 
We have shown why affiliation is one part of it. That is quite scalable because you only pay if you earn 
money. In affiliation there are also CPA deals where you pay one-time payments and get access to the 
lifetime revenue of the costumer.  

 
GIG have invested heavily in traditional TV marketing for their brands over the years. The main reason is 
that it has yielded great returns from them. The great about this is that when they acquire costumers they 
keep the earnings and don’t have to pay ongoing marketing to affiliate sites.  

GIG do both affiliate deals and traditional marketing.  
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In early 2017 GIG looked at how the return on the upfront marketing expenses was in 2016 month by 
month. As can be seen are the accumulated marketing expenses in black and the accumulated NGR on 
blue. As can be seen in the first 6 month it delivered a negative return. But from July it was breakeven. 
After that it started to get profitable. The reason is that GIG spends money acquiring costumers. When a 
bigger and bigger part of those costumers stays and play after the original “bonus game” etc. are done, it 
starts yielding great results. This upfront marketing hurts the results on the short run, but as shown above, 
GIG calculates a great ROI on it.  

 

17 

The above chart was one GIG produced to show what earnings would be without upfront marketing. While 
reported EBITDA are lumpy do to investments in upfront marketing, the underlying EBITDA are growing at a 
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great pace. GIG could slow down marketing and start making bigger profits, but as long as the ROI are so 
great they will keep investing in costumer acquisitions upfront.  

Also remember when GIG operators grow, more volume are throwing through GIG Core. So even through 
GIG Gaming are not currently making a lot of money itself, it is helping the other segments make a lot of 
money.  

 

Numbers: 
 
As with the other parts of GIG the operator site has grown dramatically over the last years. As they have 
now reached quite a good scale we think GIG will start focusing a little bit more on showing profits 
consistently and diversifying geographically instead of investing heavily in costumer acquisitions. All 
through we do think they will grow faster than the overall market.  
 

 
Organic growth in 2016 and 2017 are estimated by Symmetry 

 
The revenue growth has (as shown above) been really positive over the last years. The main driver of this 
has been the launch of Rizk.com and the geographical expansion of this brand.  
 

Valuation: 
 
So how do you value GIG Gaming. A company growing fast, currently investing in upfront acquisition costs. 
We thought the best way to value it was in line with competitors using the same strategy. We chose both 
LeoVegas and Mr.Green as the peer group here: 
 

 
 
We have illustrated the current EV/NGR ratio for both LeoVegas and Mr. Green. We have then used the 
average multiple and multiplied it with GIG NGR. GIG is currently growing faster but with lower EBITDA. We 
value GIG Gaming at the lower end of the range at 1,5. This gets us to a total valuation for GIG Gaming of 
145,4 mio. Euro.   
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GIG Sports & Games: 
 
GIG Sports & Games are the newest addition to the GIG ecosystem.  

 
It is divided into the two categories: Sports & Games. The products are sold directly B2B to outside 
operators and sold to GIG Core operators.  
 

GIG Sports: 
 
GIG Sports are built on the acquisition of Oddsmodel in 2016. GIG had puzzled with developing a complete 
sportsbook offering for some time with own oddsfeed generation etc. With the acquisition of Oddsmodel in 
Norway in 2016 GIG restarted the process to build the system from scratch. All through it was delayed 
some quarters the product was eventually launched in May 2018 before the world cup in Football.  
 
The product comprises a total frond end sportsbook system called GiG Goal which are primarily sold in 
combination with GIG Core backend as a package to operators.  
 
Endre Nesset the CEO of GIG Sports had an interesting interview about the initial live experience with the 
product: 
 
https://www.sbcnews.co.uk/features/2018/07/30/endre-nesset-delivering-gigs-next-level-sportsbook-
platform/ 

“It’s been a long journey and it’s very rare for a new sportsbook platform to be created from the first line of code upwards, 
but we’ve done it. We’re delighted with the results and excited about what the future holds for us and our customers.” 

GIG launched the product on their own brand Rizk.com ahead of the FIFA world cup. Initial results where 
according to GIG great and their internally generated odds worked well. GIG is now planning to sell it to 
other B2B operators on a rev-share basis.  

“Operators are no longer prepared to take a ‘one-size fits all’ approach. Every operator deserves the freedom they need 
– freedom such as being able to choose their odds with unlimited flexibility and without restrictive dependencies. Platform 

and sportsbook providers need to understand that the power now sits fully with the operator.” 

A major selling point for GIG is that their oddsfeed are not sold as take it or leave it. They have created a 
feed where they integrate their own odds generation with external odds-providers that they upsell. 
Operators can then choose from product to product from event to event what odds they will display to 
costumers etc. This is in line with the GIG philosophy of integrating it all and letting the costumers decide, 
working as the market place.  

“We implemented ‘never suspend’ in our outright models for the main outrights for the World Cup where we were pricing 
this up proprietarily. The idea was to have all the markets open, similar to a live betting event, such as the tournament 
winner market. It was cool to see how it works, especially when you get to the knockout stages, when one favorite gets 

knocked out on a Monday and the other favorite is not playing until the Friday. We stayed open throughout because 
we’re confident in our models – if you want to be a force to be reckoned with then you have to take a stand. 
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This is exactly what we did and, in some cases, we saw a lot of action because we were out of sync with the market. We 
believe strongly in our models, enabling us to play it this way. It all worked out very well for us.” 

An important point is that the oddsfeed can be sold as a plugin to every operator and not only GIG Core 
operators. True to the GIG model of open and flexible. An operator with another sportsbook provider could 
also consider buying the GIG feed to compare the odds internally as a risk management tool.  
GIG is selling a product called GIG Trader which is a risk management tool. Operators can compare odds 
and take a proactive stance to their risks improving their margins.  
 
The historical revenue for GIG Sports have come from trading in the market. The computer algorithm 
generating GIG odds were programmed to automatically placing odds against competitors odds. GIG has 
consistently generated profits in this trading showing that their odds generating are superior to that of 
competitors. This part has been scaled down somehow over the last year as the main focus are selling the 
products B2B 
 

GIG Games: 
 
GIG Games are comprised of 3 products. GIG Magic which is the front end for Casino that are mainly sold as 
part of GIG Core to operators.  
 
GIG Games are internally developed Games by GIG. GIG will launch those games in Q3 this year and have 
about 6-8 internally developed Games to sell at the end of 2018.  
 
“When we are developing games, we are not looking at the traditional games suppliers. We are looking 

more at gaming companies like King and Rovio which makes great consumer facing stuff. “ 
CEO Robin Reed 

 
The last product is GIG Casino Connect. GIG has developed a remote gaming server (RGS). This RGS allows 
GIG to design and distribute their own internal Games as well as integrating Games from all the main 
games developers. GIG then redistribute those games to the operators on a markup.  
The games engine at GIG also allows developers to easily develop new games directly targeted to the GIG 
Ecosystem.  
 
GIG Casino Connect allows operators on the platform to integrate the games they want from all the main 
games developers without having to contract with them yourselves or integrate it yourself.  
 
 

Competitors: 
 
The competitive landscape for Sports & Games products are quite big.  
 
On the games sites the main competitors are big gaming houses such as Net Entertainment, Evolution 
Gaming and Yggdrasil (part of the Cherry AB group).  
 
On sportsbook and oddsfeed the main competitors are Kambi and SBTech.  
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Financials: 
 
GIG has been expensing most of the development costs of the two products through the P&L. As such the 
products are running with around 1,5 mio. Euro in quarterly expenses. The revenue will start to be build up 
from Q3 2018 and onwards. We can already see that from Q2 the revenue started to increase.  
 

 
 
 
 

Valuation: 
 
We think there is a possible big upside in this segment but would not like to put our head out to early. As 
such, we are taking a conservative stance to valuation here.  
 
There are many great competitors out there and for now we don’t see GIG as having a big competitive 
advantage in developing Games. But the beauty of the GIG model is that GIG earns money both from selling 
the own products and upselling external products.  
 
We value GIG Sports & Games at 50 mio. Euro. That is around the cost GIG has spent developing it. The 
main cost has been the acquisitions of Oddsmodel and the last 8-10 quarters negative P&L expenses. If we 
aggregate those numbers we end up with GIG having spent around 50 mio. Euro developing GIG Sports & 
Games.  
 
We think there could be a big upside here but for now we think it would be best to put a more defensive 
valuation on it and see how initial sales are progressing.    
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GIG Core: 
 
GIG core is the heart of GIG and in our opinion the diamond in the rock. There are other suppliers, affiliates 
and operators out there. But the way GIG Core is structured makes it stand out from other software 
providers. And makes it grow a lot faster.  
 

Creating the marketplace for iGaming. 
 

The true long-term vision is to create a leading marketplace in the iGaming industry. Robin have mentioned 
inspiration from the other marketplaces. The big one is of cause Amazon but also places like Etsy etc. 
Another one could be the app-store etc.  

18 

What GIG have already done so far on GIG Core is to create this “Application economy”. GIG is contracting 
with gaming providers who want to sell their games to operators. They are contracting with payment 
providers and Ancillary service etc. They offer those services at a mark-up to the operators on the platform.  

Historically when you wanted to build an operator you needed the back-office supplier like Playtech. You 
then build your front-end yourselves. You normally then contracted with a games supplier, and odds 
supplier and a payment provider etc. The more volume you are getting to these suppliers the lower the 
royalty rate you pay for the products.  
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GIG just thought this was a totally inefficient way for everyone to handle this, have their own teams and 
developers etc.  

With GIG you only contract with one player. If you build your platform with GIG they help you build the 
front-end, they integrate it with the services you want that GIG cooperates with. The operator would only 
have one counterparty at GIG. An even through GIG are marking up the services they sell you can get better 
prices because of scale. As said before, service providers are adjusting fees according to the volume. When 
40 operators pool their volume through GIG Core they get a much lower royalty than when they were 
contracting alone. And the supplier actually also wins here. Because the supplier also only needs to 
contract with one costumer instead of selling the service to 40 small operators, helping them getting 
integrated etc. And GIG is then selling their own oddsfeed, games etc. on the platform making better 
margins and pushing service providers to have competitive pricing.  

This is what a true platform/marketplace works like. Connecting suppliers and end users and making 
transactions fees/mark ups as the middle men.  

 
The above illustration shows the different products GIG Core sells beside the true software platform. They 
control the whole value-chain (currently not payment gateways) and thereby can offer a new casino and 
sportsbook. Everything they want to start up from scratch without having to use any other service provider 
than GIG.  
 
As Robin have said many times. They would rather be disrupted from the inside than the outside. Meaning 
they don’t discriminate or favor own products. They develop own products and sell it on the platform. But 
they also want to contract with everybody else reselling their products. And having the costumer chose 
what they prefer.  
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Technology: 
 
What makes GIG Core so unique is this focus on openness, real-time capabilities, flexibility and a big 
number of analytic tools.  Most of the competitors have old closed software that are not flexible in the way 
an open economy works today. The competitors are simply not agile to create new great stuff and a new 
service.  
 
The software is built on so called open API. This makes it easy for costumers to add third party suppliers. In 
a closed system every operator has to develop this code for themselves. On the back-end site GIG 
developed a great data management platform (DMP). They then made it really user-friendly giving the 
operator a lot of analytical feeds they need to track development. The platform includes affiliate feeds, so it 
can track which costumers comes from what affiliate sites etc. Even more importantly, it can generate 
those feeds to the operators quite easily so the operators know what amounts to pay the affiliates. The 
data analytics part also show the return from different affiliates etc.  
 
The GIG platform first worked great for smaller businesses as it was written with a single tenant 
architecture. This means that each client internally on the software has own resources that could also be 
customized. But this capability limited the way the platform could scale.  
 
GIG improved the architecture on the platform to a multi-tenant platform that was build om microdevices. 
This will give GIG Core a much larger opportunity to scale with more and bigger clients, improve interfaces 
etc.  
In retrospect you could have said GIG should have chosen the multi-tenant platform to begin with. But they 
are their now and the growth was still great on the old one. Simply said, with multi-tenants the same clients 
will share the same resources (just to be clear this in the hardware-technology machine – nut anything 
costumers sees).  
 
The main risk with running a multi-tenant platform is that when something goes wrong it goes wrong for 
everybody. By applying a microservices architecture here gives problems the opportunity to “decouple” not 
taking down the whole system until they are fixed.  
 
The reasons to have the open platform is to earn money on scaling. GIG is a software outsourcer. Instead of 
operators developing everything themselves they contract with GIG.  
 
Even though operators are spending more on software/platform costs they are saving money on games 
providers, suppliers and Opex which gives them higher margins and more money to use on marketing. This 
means higher growth which again gives them more scale.  
 
Another important point is the integration with Easy Payment Gateway or EPG. The only thing a player 
don’t want is having trouble making deposits and withdrawals. This should just work smoothly or the 
costumer will never come back. Also, it needs the ability to have all major payments providers connected. If 
a costumer comes with a Mastercard and the operator only takes Visa the customer moves elsewhere.  
Previously the norm was to charge a deposit fee on the costumer account. When a costumer deposited 100 
$ the payment provider would charge 102,5 $ from the credit card. The 2,5 $ they would normally split with 
the operator. After Payments Directive 2 was introduced from 2018 operators could not do so anymore. 
When a costumer deposited 100 $ the credit card should reflect that. The operator then had to pay the 
payment provider out of his wins instead. This influenced the revenue and earnings on GIG numbers in Q1 
2018 compared to Q4 2017. GIG bought a 10 % stake in EPG for 0,7 mio. Euro in 2015. In 2016 the business 
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was valued at 25 mio. Euro and growing. Both board member Morten Soltveit and Optimizer Invest are also 
involved in EPG.  
GIG have also said that the new architecture will let them focus even more on the long-term goals. GIG has 
simply turned down a lot of possible clients on GIG Core. There was to many offerings and they needed to 
choose the costumers they wanted as they could not onboard them all at the same time. What a great 
business to be in if you can choose your costumers and turn a lot of invites down.  

 
Competition: 
 
The main competitors are Playtech, EveryMatrix and Scientific Games/NYX Gaming. They also have other 
competitors mainly doing front end. Playtech and NYX are the old-school types having a closed end 
platform. But they are today contracting with a lot of the big operators giving them scale. As such they are 
not growing fast but are the big players.  

 
 
 
The main competitor we think are EveryMatrix which are also a smaller, faster growing and nimble player. 
For really small Casinos a company like Aspire could also suit the needs.  
 

 
 
Our sources in the industry tells us that Aspire is not a real competitor as they are a discount product used 
for really small casinos and do not have their own sportsbook etc. but are using SBTech. But Aspire have 
done well so far.  
 

“This is probably the most successful software launch ever in the iGaming industry” 
CEO Robin Reed 

 
EveryMatrix struggled for some time with bad reputation after they failed to integrate Betit Group which 
caused Betit a lot of struggle and downtime.  
The last update we could find about the number of costumers on their platform were from mid-2017 where 
19 costumers were disclosed including their 6 own brands. That despite being founded in 2008. GIG Core 
was launched in 2015 and have above 40 brands already. The annual report for 2016 for EveryMatrix are 
showing a 10 % revenue growth and only a slight profit. They have won Norsktipping as a major costumer.  
 
GIG Core have already taken the clear market leadership in the open flexible space for gaming platforms.   
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GIG Comply: 
 
GIG has also invented a small tool called GIG comply they sell to operators B2B. This is a tool that allows 
operators to track if their affiliates they are using are following the regulatory landscape. As GIG 
themselves is an affiliate it had to comply with a lot of regulatory standards to comply with their operators 
needs. They thought why not develop it as a SAAS tool. They then developed it and are selling it B2B now.  
 
It also has a nice effect that it improves competition for GIG Media. If GIG Media has competitors not 
applying after current regulation and therefore not competes evenly the operators can detect bad behavior 
more easily.  
 
This will never be a big product but a nice add-on revenue to the ecosystem.  
 

Hard Rock International: 
 
In the end of 2017 GIG announced it has signed a big operator on the Core platform. In the beginning of 
this year we learned it was the global megabrand Hard Rock International. 

 

This was also GIG’s entry into the regulated North American market. GIG got a license to work as a software 
provider in New Jersey and Hard Rock subsequently launched their online platform 28. June 2018.  
Robin have said several times that this deal has the potential to become the largest operator working on 
GIG Core. As some of the exciting operators like Rizk, Dunder and MetalCasino are becoming quite big this 
is a testament of the potential they see in the Hard Rock deal.  
Hard Rock is increasingly becoming a big player in the Casino World. They own 12 land-based Casinos 
(including the Trump Taj Mahal – just reopened).  
They issued a tender to up to 70 companies which could apply for the deal. In the end GIG stood victory 
albeit not being lowest on price.  
According to management it was the great features on the platform and the experience in creating great 
front ends like Rizk.com that got them the deal.  
They have started the Casino in New Jersey but will probably roll it out over the whole US as it regulates. It 
would also probably go to Europa and Asia where it has a great Brand to. After the recent legislation of 
Sports Betting in the US it also seems probable that they will launch a sportsbook. We don’t know if GIG will 
be the sportsbook supplier providing the front end and odds feeds, but Core will probably be the software 
provider on the hardware.  
The deal was also a proof of concept for GIG Core. It showed to the world that also megabrands and big 
players trusted GIG Core. Not only smaller players and startups.  
Another important part is that Hard Rock has made it extremely easy to shift between land-based and 
online. If a customer deposits money when visiting the Casino and want to play online when he enters the 
hotel-room he can do so from the same wallet etc. This makes it much more flexible for Hard Rock 
costumers using land-based to also use online.  
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Financials: 
 
GIG Core has seen significant growth since it launched in 2015. In 2017 it grew 184 % over 2016. Remember 
all growth are organic driven, not M&A driven.  
 

 
 

We forecast total growth of 60 % in 2018. As the segment grew around 100 % in the first half we could be 
proven to be conservative. It is also hard to predict at what pace Hard Rock will start to contribute to the 
numbers. But as we think H1 numbers included some setup fees from Hard Rock we feel okay with our 
estimates.  
 
GIG Core has 3 main revenue streams. Setup fees, flat fees and revenue share. When an operator startup 
they will pay an example of 1.000 $ in setup-fees. Then they would contract to pay 100 $ a month in flat-
fees and then pay a 5 % revenue share of the money they make. When GIG onboards new costumers at a 
fast pace the revenue goes up and the flat fees kicks ind. But on the long run, it’s the revenue share that 
matters. This is also why GIG needs to make sure they take on the right ones. They don’t want to spend 
time onboarding a costumer that will not succeed. But of cause you can’t have a 100 % hit ratio here.  
 
Costumers like using GIG Core. Robin have said that they have had costumers that have deployed several 
brands on the platform. They build a brand and saw it take off and then they used Core to other brands as 
well. With the new architecture done the ongoing cost of running the platform will also come down quite a 
bit.  
 
GIG Core costumers and the own GIG operators are getting traffic from GIG Media. But as GIG buys new 
affiliate sites it takes time to convert them to sending the traffic to GIG Core operators. But in the end GIG 
Media cannot choose which operator the costumers choose. They need to have Bet365 etc. on the affiliates 
sites to show credibility. What would booking.com be if they could not sell Hilton Hotels? But they are 
learning techniques to improve and convert the traffic to their Ecosystem instead of third parties.  
 

Core KPI: 

One of the most important KPI’s in our opinion is total transaction growth on the platform. Revenue can be 
lumpier and more unpredictable because they include setup fees and flat fees. But transactions growth on 
the platform directly show how much volume are throwing through it. As we have stated several times that 
scale is so important here we follow this KPI: 

 

GIG is also playing the “amazon model” lowering fees for operators constantly strengthening the 
competitive position of GIG Core. As shown above, transactions were 4,6 bio. Euro in Q2 2018. The Q2 
transactions were lower due to the warm weather in Europe and the move from Casino to Sports Betting in 
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Q2 under the world cup. We do think revenue numbers and growth in transactions will come down from 
those high levels. As the underlying market are growing 8-10 % a year, GIG cant grow +100 % organic. We 
assume mode moderate figures in our analysis of 20 % going to 10 %.   

 
Valuation: 
 
GIG Core is not easy to put a valuation on. Because they are growing so quickly and it is difficult to estimate 
the current runway for growth.  
The main competitors like Playtech and NYX are trading at 7-9 times EBITDA. But they are not even coming 
close to the growth GIG Core have. The organic growth of these companies is closer to 5-8 %. GIG Core 
grew 184 % last year.  
 
The current EBITDA margin for 2018 are depressed by high investments in H1 2018. We think margins will 
go up in 2019 and stabilize around 40 %. Which are lower than 2017.  
 
We value GIG Core at 300 mio. Euro. That corresponds to a 33 times 2018 EBITDA multiple. With high 
revenue growth and margins to go up to 40 % again we think this is fair.   
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Sum of the Parts 
 
We think the best method to value the company are a sum of the parts valuation.  
 

 
 
Our sum of the parts analysis can be seen above. We use the 4 segments we have walked trough in this 
report. Then we adjust for net debt and outstanding warrants and get to a fair share value of 7,5 NOK per 
share. Corresponding do an upside of 121,5 % from current share price levels.  
 
There are of cause uncertainties to such an analysis. But with such a big difference between market price 
and fair value, even though we me may have missed something the current stock just seems absurdly 
cheap.   
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DCF 
As our sum of the parts analysis are based on competitor valuations etc. we wanted to do a discounted 
cash flow model to estimate fair value. That one can be found below.  
 

 
 
Our discounted cash flow yields a fair value of 7,3 NOK per share. A little below the sum of the parts 
valuation. The main difference are the highly valued peers in affiliation and because we assume a quite 
dramatic slowdown in GIG Core revenue growth in the DCF to be a little conversate in year 3+ as we don’t 
know the future.  
 
In either way, our calculations show above 100 % upside form current share price levels.  
 
On an FCF multiple a 7,5 NOK per share price would equal to around 19 times 2019 free cash flow and 16 
times 2020 cash flow. That does not in any way sound stretched to us.  
 
Compare this to the multiple on the current share price which are around 9 times 2019 free cash flow and 7 
times 2020 free cash flow. Way to low for such a growth company.  
 
 
An important note here: our DCF valuation uses a growth slowdown where growth slows down and B2C 
margins expand. If the company keeps getting great returns un upfront marketing the company could keep 
investing in upfront acquisitions cost and in R&D through the P&L. As such, there could be a scenario where 
cash flow in the coming years will be lower but on much higher growth.   
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Conclusion 
 
We believe Gaming Innovation Group are deeply undervalued.  
The vision the company are working after are more and more becoming a reality. They are growing like no 
one else in the industry and now controls the whole value chain.  
 
As the main investment phase now has ended we think the company will focus even more on strengthening 
the scale. As regulation starts in a lot of countries the smaller players will have a harder time competing 
with companies like GIG that controls the whole value chain.  
 
The current financials are depressed because of M&A amortization, upfront investment and upfront 
marketing. All those expenses will ease out in relation to revenue going forward. The cash flow and 
earnings of the company will start throwing through the P&L.  
 
We think the chance of listing to Sweden in 2019 could also be a trigger as we suppose the company will do 
a capital markets day and a roadshow to tell about their story.  
 
Wit the stock trading below 10 times FCF but growing at extremely high levels the stock will react to it at 
some point.   
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Risks: 
 

- We think short term risk applies to the Norwegian market where B2C and affiliate have a big share 
of income. We would expect some volatility here going forward.  

 
- Regulation are of cause the main risk, but also the main opportunity. Right now, the stock is cheap 

because of fear of regulation. As more and more countries regulate this concern should ease.  
 

- As a technology company GIG are exposed to a dramatically changing landscape. They have to be 
on top of their innovation to stay in front.  
 

- There is a risk that external operators would not make whole on their deals with affiliate and 
actually keep paying the lifetime value of referrals. We don’t see this as a main risk because affiliate 
is close to 50 % of the depositors at operators. They can’t afford to “fuck up” their affiliate partners  
 

- All through the company have hired a lot of top talented guys a loss of Robin Reed as CEO is 
somehow a risk.  
 

- In the short run the company has some currency risks related to SEK, NOK and GBP. But as they 
more and more diversify around Europe we don’t see that as a main risk.  

 
 


